This paper presents a case study in which an autonomous vehicle must cooperate with a supposedly manually driven one to carry out a cross-roads manoeuvre without risk. The main difference with other intersection systems is that the manual vehicle is driven without paying attention to the controlled one, so a cooperative coordination between vehicles is not possible. In this case is the autonomous vehicle the responsible of adapting its speed to the state of the manually driven, for finalizing the manoeuvre both in a safe and efficient way.
Introduction
Traffic accidents at urban intersections result in a huge cost to society in terms of deaths, injuries, productivity lost, and property damage. Intersection safety is viewed as a high-priority/high-payoff research area since vehicle collisions at intersections account for somewhere between 25 % and 45 % of all collisions [1] . As intersections make up a very small portion of the roadway, this is a wildly disproportionate amount.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) apply robotic techniques to achieve safe and efficient driving. In the automotive industry, sensors are mainly used to give information to the driver or to advise him about the presence of a dangerous situation [2] . In some cases, they are connected to a computer that performs some guiding actions, attempting to minimize injuries and prevent collisions [3] .
In a simplified way, studies on autonomous driving mainly fall into two groups -longitudinal (or speed) control [4, 5] which involves the management of the throttle and brake (and sometimes gear changes), and lateral (or steering) control [6? ] .
On the open road, vehicles can be more or less completely autonomous thanks to a proper combination of the aforementioned control systems [7] . Furthermore, there is little need for more than the simple behaviour that keeps the vehicle in the lane, maintains a reasonable distance from other vehicles, and avoids obstacles [8] for obtaining the goal of driving like humans.
In urban environments one of the most important challenges is that, even acting optimally, a vehicle can find itself in a situation in which an accident is unavoidable. We believe that this is due to the implicit characteristics of urban driving: vehicles circulating in crossing directions, low speed limits which actually makes speed control enormously difficult [9] , the existence of pedestrians and bicycles, etc.
The present work is motivated by the future necessity in ITS for information to be shared with manually driven vehicles, as well as to act appropriately in far from optimal situations or with incomplete cooperation. To illustrate this, we propose a scenario of an intersection with no traffic light control which two vehicles are approaching. One of them is driven by a human and the other by the proposed system. The actions that the human driver may perform are unknown to the system, and may even be illegal or dangerous, such as not respecting priority. So the controller must develop behaviours oriented to adapt the speed to the information observed from the manually driven vehicle.
For two or more autonomous vehicles to optimally navigate such an intersection without collision, they must cooperatively determine the order in which they traverse the intersection as well as their speeds [10] . But if one of the vehicles is driven manually, such optimal cooperation is not possible.
Intersections controlled by traffic signals are considered in the literature mainly for optimizing the durations of the light sequence in order to make the traffic more efficient [11, 12] or adaptive [13, 14] , usually by means of multi-agent systems [15, 16] or cellular automata [? ] . Intersections without traffic signals are usually dealt with by means of reservation algorithms [17] , trajectory planning [18] or decision systems [19] . In terms of vehicle control, intersection manoeuvres assume cooperation between approaching vehicles in order to control both speeds [20, 21] or, when no cooperation exist, the autonomous vehicle takes a role of to giving way to the approaching vehicle [22? ].
Due to the suitability of manoeuvres involved in driving a vehicle to be described by means of simple rules, fuzzy logic [23] plays a key role in the development of systems designed to deal with complex traffic situations since it allows the actions and decisions involved to be described in terms of simple rules. For example: if a vehicle is stopped in front of me and I am driving very fast then there exists a collision risk. Fuzzy logic has proven to be a technique well suited to the treatment of all kinds of transportation problems [24, 25] .
We here propose a hierarchical Fuzzy Rule-Based System (FRBS) capable of managing autonomously a vehicle in this situation. Three layers are implemented to this end: (i) deciding whether intersection action is going to be necessary; (ii) calculating the proper speed of approach; and (iii) acting in accordance with the calculated proper speed on the vehicle's pedals.
Since cooperation from the manually driven vehicle can not be assured, it is the responsibility of the autonomous system to finalize the manoeuvre without risk.
The module in charge of determining the appropriate speed of the autonomous vehicle with which to cross the intersection is optimized by means of a genetic algorithm [26] . Genetic algorithms have been widely used in literature for fuzzy controller tuning [27, 28] .
In the present work, 81 FRBS with different granularities at input variables evolves to finally infer the optimal speed to follow by the autonomous vehicle in one of two forms: (i) by an absolute speed reference, or (ii) by a speed reference relative to the vehicle's current speed. Making so, a total of 162 controllers to be optimized. Controllers are evaluated in a set of simulated intersection scenarios. For each scenario, a partial fitness is inferred in accordance with the result of the simulation. I.e., if the controller has caused a collision, the controller is penalized; otherwise, the controller is rewarded according to its effectiveness in terms of changing the vehicle's speed as little as possible.
A novelty in the design of this kind of fuzzy system involving a genetic algorithm lies in the choice of the fitness function. This takes into account all possible situations, making the evaluation on the basis of different scenarios in each generation with the aim of covering as many cases as possible. The number of scenarios in which the individuals are evaluated also varies with time, allowing a less exhaustive evaluation in early generations, and hence considerably reducing the computation time.
The article is structured as follows: section 2 presents the proposed scenario in which two vehicles approach an intersection and the non-controlled one does not cooperate. Section 3 describes in detail the fuzzy architecture designed to manage the autonomous vehicle in such situations. Section ?? defines the genetic optimization process designed with the aim of optimizing the fuzzy controllers. The execution of the optimization process is described in section 5, and the 162 resulting controllers are evaluated and compared in terms of performance and safety. Finally, section 6 presents some concluding remarks and describes planned future work.
The Proposed Scenario
The scenario we propose (figure 1) consists of a crossroads with no traffic lights which two vehicles are approaching at the same time. One of them is manually driven and the other implements the autonomous system to be described in the present work. In the basic case, the autonomous vehicle must implement a basal priority strategy -letting the manually driven one pass if it is approaching from the right and going through if it is approaching from the left. This is a basic application of the default crossing law in Spain:
Article 57 of Chapter 3 of the Spanish Road Circulation Code reads as follows: In the absence of signals that regulate priority, drivers are obliged to yield to vehicles approaching on their right.
Since the human driver has no obligation to cooperate with the autonomous vehicle, the latter has to independently adapt its speed to the situation. The aim of the present work was therefore to optimize the autonomous vehicle's manoeuvring, considering different possible cases. The autonomous vehicle receives information about the positioning and speed of the manually driven vehicle, and the fuzzy system will process this information in order to determine which of the following situations apply:
The autonomous vehicle can cross without risk without modifying its current speed.
The autonomous vehicle can slightly increase its speed to cross without risk.
The autonomous vehicle can reduce its speed to let the manual one through while avoiding the stop manoeuvre.
The autonomous vehicle has to stop to let the other one through.
The additional situation is when at least one of the vehicles is not approaching the intersection, so that the autonomous vehicle will continue to drive normally. To deal with these situations, a fuzzy control architecture was developed with a three-layered structure. First, a FRBS is in charge of determining whether the manual vehicle is approaching to the right or left of the autonomous vehicle. Second, if the first system has detected a crossing situation, a parametrized FRBS is in charge of calculating the appropriate speed for the autonomous vehicle to carry out the manoeuvre without risk and efficiently. Third, the orders from the previous two systems are transmitted to the vehicle's actuators (throttle and brake) to adjust the vehicle's speed.
The following section 3 will describe in detail each of these three layers, and section 4 presents the genetic algorithm designed to optimize the parameterized fuzzy controller in charge of calculating the appropriate speed with which to approach the intersection and cross without risk.
Fuzzy Control Architecture
The system receives the positions and speeds of both the manual and the automatic vehicles. A ) will denote, respectively, the positions at the previous instant so that the two speeds, S A and S M , can be calculated. The three-layer structure of the system is hierarchical from higher to lower levels:
1. The first is in charge of determining whether or not there exists a crossing situation between two vehicles. It is necessary to ensure that the system can coexist with other possible autonomous systems installed in the vehicle. 2. The second acts in the case that the previous one is triggered. Its function is to determine the appropriate speed for the autonomous vehicle to drive through the intersection (stopping if necessary). 3. The third receives the target speed from the previous layer, and is to act in consequence on the vehicle's pedals to adapt its speed. This layer may vary according to the kind of vehicle. For practical purposes, we shall assume that the vehicle's response to pedal actions can be modeled by a secondorder system.
The following subsections will describe each layer in detail.
Situation detector
First, the implemented system distinguishes between three possible situations: (i) the manually driven vehicle is approaching the intersection from the left, i.e., without priority; (ii) the manually driven vehicle is approaching the intersection from the right, i.e., with priority; and (iii) no other vehicle is approaching the intersection.
To accomplish this task the system needs the relative positioning of the manually driven vehicle. Three fuzzy input variables are defined to determine the situation at any given time: θ represents the angle (in degrees) formed by the direction vectors of the two vehicles; F D is the frontal deviation of the manual vehicle with respect to the automatic one; and L D is the lateral deviation of the manual vehicle with respect to the automatic one. A graphical representation of (θ, F D , L D ) is shown in figure 2. Formally, the variables are calculated as follows:
In the ideal case, θ = 90
• means that the manual vehicle is circulating from the right with respect to the automatic one, and the mirror situation for θ = −90
• . F D > 0 and F D < 0 mean that the manual vehicle is, respectively, ahead of or behind the automatic one, while F D = 0 means that they are parallel at that instant. L D < 0 and L D > 0 mean that the manual vehicle is, respectively, to the left or the right of the automatic one, while L D = 0 means that it is precisely in front or behind. A simple intuitive rule base is used to codify the output Situation, codified by means of three singletons: Lef t situated at -1.0, N O at 0.0, and Right at 1.0. They mean, respectively, that the vehicle is approaching the crossing point from the left or the right or that no crossing situation exists.
The fuzzy rule base used to infer the value of the Situation output is given in table 1 in which empty cells mean "any case".
Cuadro 1: Situation detection rule base.
Target speed determination
To determine the target speed, the real distances to the crossing point (the point in the space at which the direction vectors of each vehicle cross) have first to be calculated using the system of equations (4) and (5), this is represented graphically in figure 4 .
Solving this system, one obtains the distances to the crossing point of the autonomous and manual vehicles as given in equations (6) and (7), respectively.
Figura 4: The input variables.
Once the two distances to the crossing point have been computed (D M and D A ), in addition to the two speeds (S M and S A ) and the value of Situation obtained from the fuzzy decision system presented above, they are sent for processing by a parametric FRBS. (#D M , #D A , #S M , #S A ). Figure 5 shows two examples of codification by means of triangular shapes.
The rule base contains (#D M · #D A · #S M · #S A ) rules formed by the AND composition of all the antecedents, with the addition of (Situation = Right). Thus the structure of the antecedents of the rule base is of the form:
If
The output (Out) can represent two values:
1. The modification required to the current speed to obtain an appropriate speed to circulate through the intersection without risk. Desired speed = S A + Out. 2. The absolute speed necessary to circulate through the intersection without risk. Desired speed = Out.
It is codified by #out singletons distributed in the interval
Finally, the assignment of consequents to the antecedents of the rule base is represented as a vector to be managed by the genetic algorithm:
Here, Ind i value means to assign the corresponding singleton as consequent of rule number i.
Longitudinal behaviour
The longitudinal behaviour of the autonomous vehicle can be approximated -for slowly varying dynamics and on a flat surface-by the second-order transfer function:
where K = 25,14, η = 160, and ω n = 55,87 (see [29] for further details).
A PI controller was implemented to attain the target speeds provided by the target speed determiner. This well-known control technique [30] is not only easy to implement, but also allows one to describe its behaviour in the Laplace domain as C(s) = K P E(s) + K I E(s) s , with E(s) the tracking error, and K P = 0,3, K I = 0,1 the control gains. As a result, the closed-loop system dynamics are described by the continuous transfer function The system can be discretized using the bilinear
, with the resulting discrete approximation of the vehicle's longitudinal dynamics being Finally, the discrete transfer function of equation (9) can be rewritten as a linear constant coefficient difference equation:
where V r (t k ) and S A (t k ) are the reference and actual velocities at instant t k .
Genetic Optimization Process
The previous section described in detail the structure of the overall system. Section 3.2 presented the parametrization of a FRBS designed with the aim of calculating the desired speed required to cross the intersection in a no-risk situation.
In the present section, a genetic optimization process is described whose goal is to assign the consequents of the full set of antecedents to obtain the rule base of a safe controller for vehicle management at intersections.
From an overall point of view, the objective of the optimization process is to obtain the best rule base given the structure of the FRBS defined by the values (#D M , O min , and O max ). As noted above, a rule base is represented as a vector with (
To optimize the vector that defines the rule base, a steady state GA is defined [26] . This algorithm creates two offspring from members of the population using genetic operators (crossover and mutation) and replaces old individuals in the population with them.
The process starts with a randomly generated population of 100 individuals and lasts for 1000 generations. The application of the operators in each generation is represented graphically in figure 6 . The steps followed are: select a pair of individuals (P {1,2} ); apply the crossover method to them to generate two offspring (O {1,2} ); apply the mutation method to obtain the final individuals (M {1,2} ). The final individuals will replace the two worst individuals in the population in the case that they are outperformed by the newly generated ones.
The selection process is based on the principle of survival of the fittest, i.e., individuals are chosen based on their fitness values. The selection process is uniform stochastic in the following sense: the population is mapped onto a roulette wheel in which each individual I i is represented by a space that corresponds proportionally to its fitness value, and then an individual is selected by spinning the roulette wheel.
The crossover between two individuals is implemented by uniform crossover [31] which, for each position in the vector (gene) that defines the two parents, makes a random choice as to which parent it should be inherited from. This is implemented by generating a string of random variables from a uniform distribution in [0,1]. For each position, if the value is below 0.5, the gene is inherited from the first parent, and otherwise from the second. The second offspring is created using the inverse string.
The implementation of mutation is by the random resetting method: for each gene, a new value is chosen from the set of permissible values ([1, ...#out]) with
The replacement method is implemented by each offspring replacing one of its parents in the case that the parents are outperformed by the offspring.
Fitness function
In order to evaluate individuals of the population, each individual is executed in a certain number of randomized scenarios (N sc ), which increases over time according with:
, being g and G, respectively the number of the current generation and the total number of generations for the process to be executed. Given the fact that the GA evolves during 1000 generations, this makes a total number of 10510 different scenarios to be created during the execution.
In the scenarios, both vehicles approach perpendicularly to cross point, starting both with initial positions and speeds randomly generated as follows:
Each scenario is allowed to evolve twice:
First, without considering output values from the
Target Speed Determination module. It is called free execution, or E f . 2. And second, considering them. Called controlled execution, of E c .
The purpose of the free execution is to determine whether the given scenario would lead to a collision or not, and of the controlled one is to evaluate whether the collision is avoided by following the indications of the Target Speed Determination. The scenario evolves by having both vehicles advance through the crossing point, with the autonomous vehicle being controlled or not depending on which of the two kinds of execution is being run.
Each execution can report three different results as a function of the moment at which each vehicle enters a secure zone defined as 5 m on each side of the crossing point:
1. Both vehicle do not coincide in the secure zone, so there is no collision between the two vehicles (C 0 ). In this case it is expected for the FRBS to do not change the original speed of the autonomous vehicle. 2. Vehicles coincide in the secure zone with the autonomous one entering before, in this case it is considered to exist a side-on collision (C L ). The FRBS must slightly speed up the vehicle to abandon the secure zone before the manual vehicle enters. 3. Vehicles coincide in the secure zone with the manual one entering before, so it assumed to exist a frontal collision (C F ). The FRBS is expected to reduce the speed as less as possible to enter in the secure zone once the manual vehicle has abandoned it.
Cases involving collisions are represented graphically in figure 7 .
Since it is far more probable (about 75 %) that the generated scenario leads to a collision free without further control of the vehicle (E f = C 0 ), the generation of the initial situation is restricted to those that evolve to the three possible results (E f ∈ {C 0 , C L , C F }) with the same probability:
The evaluation of each scenario yields a partial fitness of the solution. All the partial fitnesses are summed in order to obtain the final fitness. So, the final fitness function is calculated as the aggregation of partial results obtained in each one of the N sc scenarios created for the current generation:
where the partial results are calculated in terms of the nine possible situations considered (
is calculated according to the results of the simulation as follows:
A |, i.e., the absolute difference between the integrals of the speeds in the two simulations. The reasoning behind this is that, if the two simulations (free and controlled) do not produce a collision, the controller which changes the original speed less is the better one. This is illustrated in figure 8 .
, the controller has avoided a collision but, since a collision occurred laterally (figure 7, left) in the uncontrolled simulation, the speed must be increased in order to leave the secure zone before the manual vehicle enters it. The penalization is set to | S Giving so, constants mean slightly more penalization (F = 2500), more than doubled penalization (F = 5000) and about five times penalization (F = 10000); in relation with a stop always controller.
The objective of the adjustment process is to minimize the sum of the partial fitnesses. It is important to note that, since the fitness function is not deterministic (it depends on the scenarios generated), the offspring must be evaluated under the same conditions as those in which the parents were evaluated, and the evaluation process is applied to the entire population with different scenarios in each generation, an individual who is the best in one generation may not be so in the following one.
Experimentation and Results
Different executions of the proposed genetic algorithm were executed in order to test the structure of the system as well as the performance of the controllers obtained. The number of membership functions used to codify each input variable was modified in order to study the importance of each one.
All the executions shared the constant intervals used to cover the universe of discourse of the input variables: Each execution of the genetic algorithm was repeated ten times in order to avoid sensitivity to the randomness of the process. Henceforth, REL #D M ,#D A ,#S M ,#S A and ABS #D M ,#D A ,#S M ,#S A will represent the averaged results of the executions of the genetic algorithm with the different combinations of the numbers of membership functions used to codify the input variables.
Figura 9: Performance of the generated controllers over the 784 scenarios. Red dashes represent the averaged performance value for a certain complexity, and blue dashes represent the standard deviation. The red dotted line represents the performance value obtained by a controller that never acts on the current speed.
In total, the genetic optimization process is executed 162 times using two kinds of controllers (with absolute and relative output) with 81 different granularity configurations for the input variables. The resulting controllers are all executed in cases with initial parameters: 
Collision-free tests
The results for the success rates of the manoeuvres (without collision) are shown in figure 9 as functions of the complexity of the controller (the number of rules). They are compared in the graphs with the results obtained by the controllers that never act on the vehicle's speed (the E f execution of the previous section), whose success rate was 0.8163. One sees at first glance that the absolute representation of the required speed gives better results than the relative speed schema, since most results of the former are contained in the [0.9,1.0] interval, unlike those of the latter. There are even some controllers obtained by the relative schema which were worse than the controller that never acts. Four of the controllers got a 100 % success rate in the crossing manoeuvre. They were ABS 4423 , ABS 3433 , ABS 3344 , and ABS 2442 .
This apparent dependence of the performance on the kind of controller may be misleading, however. Figure   Figura 10 : Correlation between the performances obtained by a given controller structure with the two output schemata. The blue line represents the limit region of no difference, and red dotted lines the performance of the controller that never acts.
10 shows a plot of the performances of the controllers in an X-Y plane, where X represents the performance of a given controller with a relative output and Y that same controller but with an absolute output. One observes that, except for a few cases, the controllers with the better structures are able to obtain good results with both the relative and the absolute output schemata.
There exist no significant differences between the structures that work better with one schema or the other (46 % vs. 54 %).
The important thing is that one sees that some structures obtain good results independently of the output schema used. This suggests that the problem calls for more granularity in certain input variables than in others. To assess this aspect, we took a certain controller and for each input variable measured the percentage of times than the controller improved when the granularity of the input variable was increased (from 2 to 3, from 3 to 4, and from 2 to 4 membership functions). The results are summarized in table 2.
One observes from the table that, for relative controllers, increasing the granularity of S A enhances the performance in around 60 % of the cases, as is also the case for the absolute controllers. One also observes that, in most cases, the improvement from 2 to 3 membership functions seems to be more effective than that from 3 to 4.
Accuracy of the controllers
These first results were promising, above all those with the absolute speed references. We thus wished to refine the results in order to ensure that there were no stop always controllers, i.e., controllers that achieve success by always stopping the vehicle.
To this end, we examined the correlation of the fitness obtained by the controllers averaged over the different scenarios with the rate (fraction) of successful manoeuvres (see figure 11 . One observes in the figure, with especial precision in the case of the absolute controllers, that the fitness value is almost linearly correlated with the success rate. Since the fitness function was designed to avoid stop always controllers and to reinforce controllers which perform intelligent decisions, this implies that controllers which have a high proportion of manoeuvres without collision situations are applying intelligent actions and not a stop-always schema. Finally, tables 3 and 4 present the results (fitness and success rate) for all the controllers generated in terms of their granularities for each input variable.
Qualitative evaluation
This subsection presents a qualitative evaluation of some of the controllers in simulations with the purpose of discussing the actions taken to control the vehicle. Since we observed an almost linear relationship between safety (i.e., success rate) in the manoeuvres and fitness, regardless of the kind of output used (see figure 10), we first ranked the controllers according to the minimum value of safety obtained with both kinds of output, and then selected the top two. The result was that controllers {ABS|REL} 3344 and {ABS|REL} 4242 were those which performed the manoeuvre without collisions. It is important to note that performing the same ranking procedure but to the maximum value of the fitness, these same two controllers, {ABS|REL} 3344 and {ABS|REL} 4242 , would have been selected.
These four controllers were then tested in a situation in which both vehicles start at a similar distance from the crossing point (D M = D A = 50m). Five experiments were carried out. Their results are shown in figures 12 to 16. In these figures, the blue line is the theoretical distance if the speed regulator were not activated, red lines are the values of the manually driven vehicle, the gray area is the safe distance around the crossing point (±5 m), and the pink area is the time interval during which the secure zone is occupied by the manual vehicle. Figures 12 and 13 show experiments that would produce a frontal collision if the autonomous vehicle were not controlled, since the manual vehicle enters the crossing area first. No major differences are appreciated in the behaviour of the controllers between the two cases. All four controllers reduce the speed of the autonomous vehicle to avoid collision (without stopping), with REL 3344 accelerating after the risk of collision has been avoided. In the third case, shown in figure 14 (the autonomous vehicle's speed is slightly greater than that of the manual vehicle), only REL 3344 accelerates the vehicle, entering the secure zone before the manual vehicle. Figures 15 and 16 show experiments in which there was no initial risk of collision, so that the con- trollers would be expected to not vary the speed. This result was obtained when the autonomous vehicle was being driven more slowly than the manual one ( figure  15 ), but was satisfactorily achieved only by REL 3344 in the other case shown in figure 16 , so that it is this controller which seems to implement the most intelligent behaviour overall.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented the design of a fuzzy hierarchical architecture and a genetic optimization process. The architecture is in charge of managing a vehicle in an intersection scenario in which the other approaching vehicle does not cooperate, so that optimal manoeuvring is impossible. It is structured into three layers, each responsible for a lower level decision: (i) to determine the existence of the need for an intersection crossing manoeuvre and its nature (from the left, or from the right), (ii) to determine the appropriate speed with which to drive through the intersection without risk, and (iii) to act in consequence on the vehicle's pedals.
This three-layered structure allows the system both to co-exist with other decision systems implanted in the vehicle, since the first layer is in charge of triggering the full process, and to be implemented in any kind of vehicle, since the third actuation layer is independent of the overall system and can be easily changed.
The core of the decision system is thus in the second layer, which is in charge of the hard task of determining the appropriate speed. To a proper design of this layer, a total of 162 fuzzy controllers with different structures (granularities of the input variables) and output meaning (relative or absolute speed) were tuned by means of a genetic optimization process.
The genetic algorithm implemented takes into account various factors of the problem. It generates random intersection situations with the aim of covering most of the possible situations, thus ensuring the safety of the controller. The number of random situations generated varies according to which generation is being processed in order to reduce computation time by simplifying the early stages of the process (when the individuals are almost random). For this reason, the fitness function of the process changes with time, since the fitness calculated in scenarios of a certain generation may not be repeated in the next. The fitness is calculated by simulating the scenario both with and without controlling the vehicle, and takes into account whether the vehicle causes or avoids a collision to distinguish between nine different possible situations and reward each one appropriately.
The optimization process generated 161 fuzzy controllers. They were compared in terms of: (i) safety by running them on a large number of possible scenarios, and logging the number of collisions they avoided, and (ii) a fitness function to ensure that they do not generate a stop always policy which, while it would ensure safety, would not exactly be very intelligent. Comparisons were made in terms of the controllers' complexity, and the results demonstrated their quality and good performance.
Future work will be in the line of implementing more complex controllers that can lead to more precise behaviour in extreme situations, for example, to also control the steering of the vehicle if a collision is about to occur. Another line will be the generation of controllers to manage the situation in which the non-cooperative vehicle is approaching from the left (with no preference). Finally, the present system will be coordinated with others that are used in autonomous vehicles such as adaptive cruise control with respect to a leading vehicle.
